Kat Stiles Novel Connected YA Paranormal Romance High School
Book Launched
A new YA novel, Connected, by author Kat Stiles has been launched. Connected
follows teenager Em as she discovers that she and her friend have superpowers and
that they have to race against time to thwart a telepathic serial killer.
A new YA novel, Connected, by author Kat Stiles has been launched. Connected follows teenager
Em as she discovers that she and her friend have superpowers and that they have to race against
time to thwart a telepathic serial killer.Wellington, United States - March 14, 2017 /PressCable/ -Author Kat Stiles has released a young adult fiction novel called Connected. Connected is a
paranormal romance novel that follows teenager Em and her friends as they strive to battle a
telepathic serial killer in a race against time.
More information can be found on the author's website: https://katstiles.com.
Kat Stiles has been an avid reader since childhood and devoured biographies of historical figures
before moving onto fiction as she got older. Horror fiction and existentialism genres have played
their part in influencing her writing. She currently enjoys life with her partner, two children, three
dogs and three cats.
The author says on her website that she has always found it easy to write, from tests at school to
writing a book in third grade about a ghost that lived in the attic. She was drawn to YA in particular
as it is so much fun and recalls to her the feelings of her teenage years. She tries to reflect her easy
going nature in her writing and believes that reading should be fun and not a chore.
Her aim with writing Connected was to create a straightforward fictional world for her readers to lose
themselves in and she does not apologize for a lack of heavy and dark story lines. She explains that
her fiction is fun, light and enjoyable.
Connected follows high school student Em through the trouble of school such as cliques, annoying
teachers and tough home work. On top of these problems she also discovers she has super powers
and has to learn how to control them.
Luckily Em isn't alone and discovers her best friend Roz and her crush Tommy also have powers.
As a romance with Tommy starts and life is looking good, trouble appears in the form of a telepathic
serial killer. Only Em and her friends can stop the killer and it is a race against time to stop him.
Connected is available for purchase or free via Kindle Unlimited on Amazon: http://amzn.to/2n63dS7
Those interested in book updates and winning excellent indie fiction can sign up to Kat's newsletter
on her website.
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